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Fedor is a name that is spoken amongst MMA fans as if he were royalty, his dominance in the
sport has not been emulated, even slightly. So to say that him fighting in the US again is a big
deal is an understatement, to say that him in the
Strikeforce Heavyweight GP, well, it is
even bigger.
Antonio "Bigfoot" Silva
has sharpened his skill in Japan and EliteXC and two wins in Strikeforce.

In a way, the popularity of this tournament depends on Fedor Emelianenko moving forward in
the tournament, but Antonio Silva is a tough opponent for any heavyweight in 2011.

The first round saw your standard Fedor action, where Fedor worked his quick hands and
Silva's gameplan was to hold Fedor against the cage, using his size and strength to his
advantage. The second round saw what many thought was the impossible happen, as Silva
completely dominated Fedor on the ground. Ground and pound and a few near-choke attempts
against Fedor. Fedor was able to persevere through most of the brutalizing and show us exactly
what Fedor has done dozens of times before; tire out a bigger opponent before he makes his
comeback.

Then one of th drawbacks to fighting in the United States hit us in between rounds; Fedor's right
eye was swollen shut and the ringside doctors and ref, Dan Murgliotta decided that the eye was
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too bad for Fedor to continue, and called off the bout right after the third round. Bigfoot Silva has
become the third man to hold a win over Fedor, and the second man to hold a win that fans will
dispute for years.

Antonio Silva goes on to meet the winner of Alistair Overeem vs. Fabricio Werdum, and the
future for Fedor Emelianenko and Andrei Arlovski are unknown after tonight. Fedor discusses
retirement post-fight, and fans' hearts everywhere are breaking, while Dana White is smiling
and saying, "that guy was never that good."
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